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Abstract:

The AC/DC grid side voltage source converter dominance 
features are used to associate with grid and wind power 
system. Grid side voltage source converter plays a sub-
stantial role for the overall grid performance. To influence 
the grid side dc voltage and system power factor we are 
used Voltage oriented controlled PI and Phase Locked 
Loop (PLL) according to the decoupled control theory. 
The dominance scheme and mathematical models of grid 
side converter are examined accordingly wind power 
generation system. MatLab SimPower System utilized to 
evaluate the overall features and the dominance operation 
of grid side converter. The gird side converter controller 
and the grew dominance mechanism is executable or not 
for grid-side converter accordingly wind power genera-
tion system is asserted in MatLab SimPower System. The 
new fuzzy system will result in high reliability, low cost 
and better utilization of resources available.

Index Terms:
Fuzzy Controller, Voltage oriented controlled PI, Grid 
side voltage source converter, wind power generation sys-
tem, Mamdani’s fuzzy inference method.

I.INTRODUCTION:

I.Day by day energy requirements are increasing and 
electrical utility is concerned about meeting the growing 
Energy demand. Almost 70percent of the energy require-
ments are satisfied by fossil fuels.Since they are on the 
path of extinction and it is associated with air pollution, 
global warming and increase in cost, it has become neces-
sary to utilized renewable sources for satisfying our en-
ergy requirements.Wind energy is the fastest growing and 
most promising renewable energy source among them 
due to economically viable. 
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In India, the total installed capacity of wind power genera-
tion is 8754 MW in the year 2008.By the end of 2012, the 
total installed capacity is going to be reached to 12000 MW 
according to ministry of new and renewable energy, India 
and total installed capacity of wind energy is estimated to 
be more than 160 GW [WWEA] all around the world. The 
first production of electrical energy with wind power was 
done in 1887 by Charles brush in Cleveland, Ohio [2-3]. 
During last two decades, the high penetration of wind 
turbines in the power system has been closely related to 
the advancement of the wind turbine technology and the 
way of how to control. Wind energy has been intensively 
analyzed in late years in many different countries, which 
resulted in several different forms like fixed speed system 
with a squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG), the vari-
able speed system with permanent magnet synchronous 
generator (PMSG) and the variable speed system with a 
doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) to improve the 
efficiency, power rating, cost benefit effectiveness etc..
[1]. among all kinds of wind energy conversion systems 
(WECSs), a variable speed wind turbine (WT) equipped 
with a multi pole permanent magnet synchronous genera-
tor (PMSG) is found to be very attractive and suitable for 
application in large wind farms. 

The features is majorly carried out by suitably assuring 
the power electronic devices that connect wind power 
systems with the grid. The present literature we are using 
two back-to-back AC/DC voltage source converters with 
a dc-link is very common in today’s executions Purr sup-
pose the grid through a back to-back dc-link is connected 
to the rotor in DFIG wind applications. In the current 
scenario rotor side converter is cause for the dominance 
of the active and reactive power commuted between the 
stator and the grid, here dc voltage regulation is done at a 
certain desired level and for the reactive power regulation 
at unity power factor operationis done by the grid side 
converter (GSC).
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same dc link is used squirrel cage induction generators or 
permanent magnet synchronous generators [1-4].we are 
very familiar with wind power generation system with 
back to back voltage  source converter control mechanism 
is very complex. The entire model in the paper is grew 
on the synchronously rotating, voltage oriented, and dq 
reference frame. Because at steady-state all the sinusoidal 
quantities are transformed into dc quantities [1].This paper 
investigates ways to improve the control and operation of 
grid-side VSC is incurred.  Also investigates how the Grid 
current, dc-link voltage, dc-link voltage with grid sag and 
swell, active power, reactive power, direct-axis voltage of 
grid, quadrature-axis voltage of grid are how improved by 
using fuzzy logic controller.
        
II. Fuzzy Controller:

We are using fuzzy logic controller and hide the PI con-
troller. In PI controller have fixed parameters and it’s 
very difficult to control and problems with PI controller 
are not solved in recent years. In the present decades of 
years number of applications of fuzzy logic are drasti-
cally changed. Also, fuzzy logic is appropriate for nonlin-
ear control because it does not use complex mathematical 
equations. The behavior of a FLC depends on the shape of 
membership functions. In this paper a fuzzy logic control 
scheme (Fig.5) is proposed for improve the control and 
operation of grid-side VSC is incurred.Here we are using 
Mamdani’s fuzzy inference method is the most commonly 
seen fuzzy methodology. Mamdani’s method was among 
the first control systems built using fuzzy set theory [5].

3-PHASE GRID MODEL:

Assume that the grid is a symmetrical three-phase volt-
age source. So its voltage and Current equations can be 
defined as follows respectively:

IVPosturing of 3- VSC Expressed in ABC Ref-
erence Frame:

The grid side voltage source converter is connected to the 
gird through an R-L filter as shown in fig(1).where as in 
DC side consists of capacitor in parallel to the resistance. 
Let us define the switching function of IGBT Sk(k=a,b,c) 
as the switch function of phase, k. Based on the princi-
ple in bridges any two switches cannot be on at the same 
time,

Based on the above discussion the equations can be writ-
ten as 

The instantaneous values of the current can be obtained 
by using Kirchhoff’s laws    
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Here the voltages are obtained with reference to power 
neutral point 0, then A.C side VSC voltages are V(a,0), 
V(b,0), V(c,0) are obtained (5)

Substituting equation (5) into (6) this will gives (7) and 
can be deduced as 

Considering phase-a, when the upper IGBT is on and 
lower IGBT is off, Sa =1 and V(a,N) = Vdc. Similarity, 
when the upper IGBT is off and lower IGBT is on, Sa = 0 
and V(a,N)= 0. Therefore, based on the above character-
istic, V(a,N) = Sa. Vdc.
Similarly for phase-b and phase-c represents in (8)

Obtaining (9) by substituting (5)and (8) into (4)

Here we are assuming for a balanced 3- system power 
switch resistance could be neglected.  Hence,The relation-
ship between AC side and DC side is given as follows:

By combining (8) with (10) and it gives (11)

Apply Kirchhoff’s law 
At the positive node of the DC link capacitor, as fallows

 
Equation (12) can be modified as fallows

V.GRID SYNCHRONIZATION METHOD:
Here we are having an idea about synchronization it 
means that output voltage phase angle of the three phase 
system has to follow their respective grid voltage phase 
angle and, as a consequence, the reference currents will 
be in phase to their corresponding voltages.
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By using PLL principle we are developed independent 
synchronization.From the fig (2)
 

VI POSTURING OF3-  VSC REPRESENTA-
TION IN DQ SYNCHRONOUS REFERNCE 
FRAM:

The above discussion gives VSC parameters represent in 
ABC frame. In that it has straight meaning and in that all 
are time variant, which will be very complex for design. 
Hence, we are conclude that ABC model to dq model 
which rotates at synchronous speed.Hence all the param-
eters and components transformed to DC values.Applying 
the transformation matrix (17) in (16) and eliminating the 
zero-sequence components due to a balanced three-phase 
system, the VSC model expressed in the dq synchronous 
reference frame can be deduced and given as in

The active and reactive power of a grid-side converter ex-
pressed in the dq synchronous reference frame are given 
as follows:

VII GRID SIDE VSC DESIGNED BY USING 
FUZZY CONTROL:
Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) is based on fuzzy logic 
controller and constitutes a way of converting linguistic 

control strategy into an automatic by generating a rule 
base which controls the behavior of the system.  Rule 
based fuzzy logic controllers are useful when the system 
dynamics are not well known or when they contain sig-
nificant non-linearities, such as the un-stationary wind 
contains large turbulence [6]. The fuzzy logic controller 
is used by replacing PI controller. Better performance can 
be observed using fuzzy logic controller for power quality 
improvement [8]. It is a tool which deals with uncertainty 
and provides a technique to deal with imprecision. The 
fuzzy theory provides a mechanism for representing lin-
guistic constructs such as many, low, medium and high. In 
fuzzy logic basic control is determined by a set of linguis-
tic rules The Fuzzy Logic Controller with Rule viewer 
block implements a fuzzy inference system (FIS) with the 
Rule Viewer in Simulink [7].

Fig (3): Structure Of Control Mechanism For Grid 
Side Converter

Fig (4): Input Membership Function Of Fuzzy Logic 
Controller
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VIII.MATLAB/SIMULINKRESUTS:

 
Fig (5): The block diagram of the proposed fuzzy 
based AC/DC GVSC Usedin Wind power generation 

System

 
Fig (6) grid current

 
Fig (7) dc link voltage

 
Fig (8) dc-link voltage with grid sag and swell

 

Fig (9) active power.

 
Fig (10) reactive power.

 
Fig (11) direct-axis voltage of grid.

 
Fig (12) quadrature-axis voltage of grid

After the fuzzy rules the fallowing results will oc-
curred
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Fig (13) reactive power

 
Fig (14) active power

 
Fig (15) quadrature-axis voltage of grid

IX.CONCLUSION:

The detailed modeling and control of grid side VSC has 
been carried out for a wind power generation system. A 
configuration of a grid side VSC in the dc link has been 
proposed with a control strategy to maintain the grid pow-
er constant.

The simulation results shows the proposed system is how 
the performance will vary of Grid current, dc-link volt-
age, dc-link voltage with grid sag and swell, active power, 
reactive power, direct-axis voltage of grid, quadrature-ax-
is voltage of grid are how improved by using fuzzy logic 
controller.
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